Meeting held at Cannington on Saturday, 23 February 2019

WEATHER: Fine  TRACK: Good  KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 degrees
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 6.30pm
Stewards: Mr C Martins, Mr G O'Dea, Mr M Pascoe (Trainee)
Veterinary Surgeons: Mr B Vale
Lure Driver: Mr R Archibald

SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
Injury: Race 2 ALEENA LAD (20/2), FLYING URKAL (23/2), Race 4 YUNDERUP TANK (20/2), Race 7 ALFA TONIC (20/2), WISE RICCIARDO (22/2)
Ineligible: Race 1 SCHMICK AS (22/2), Race 10 GO GETTEM NOSEY (22/2)
Racing Elsewhere: Race 5 NYMPH MONELLI (23/2)
SATISFACTORY TRIALS: R71 - Race 4 LEISEL MONELLI x 1 Solo
SUSPENSIONS: R69 - Race 11 SPANISH WHISPER x 28 days (Cannington Track) x 1 Field
SAMPLES TAKEN: Race 1 PURE PESH, Race 5 JADE'S BLADE, Race 11 HELLO I'M GISELE

Race 1 - Grade 5/Provincial/380 (1) - Grade 5 - 7:10 PM
(380M): MULGA LASS & PURE PESH began quickly. ZIPPING FLYNN began slowly. COSMIC EVOLUTION, CHECK PILOT & LEGEND SEEKER collided soon after the start. COSMIC EVOLUTION & CHECK PILOT collided on the first turn. LEGEND SEEKER galloped on the heels of CHECK PILOT on the first turn. LEGEND SEEKER & ZIPPING FLYNN collided on the first turn. APACHE GUNDI checked off the heels of MULGA LASS in the back straight. LEGEND SEEKER checked off the heels of CHECK PILOT in the back straight. CHECK PILOT, LEGEND SEEKER & ZIPPING FLYNN collided on the second turn, CHECK PILOT lost ground. LEGEND SEEKER & ZIPPING FLYNN collided on the home turn. MULGA LASS checked off the heels of APACHE GUNDI in the home straight. CHECK PILOT faded due to injury in the home straight.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that CHECK PILOT had a sore spine and has been stood down for 10 days.

Race 2 - Grade 5/Provincial/520 - Grade 5 - 7:32 PM
(520M): STARTER UP, NYMPH MONELLI & SERG'S GIRL began quickly. GARBRANDT, DANDALUP CASPER & WHAT A CRAFTER began slowly. DANDALUP CASPER & WHAT A CRAFTER collided soon after the start. STARTER UP, GARBRANDT & NYMPH MONELLI collided soon after the start. STARTER UP & GARBRANDT collided several times approaching the first turn. STARTER UP & NYMPH MONELLI collided several times on the first turn. GARBRANDT checked off the heels of SERG'S GIRL on the first turn. STARTER UP & NYMPH MONELLI collided at the catching pen. STARTER UP checked off the heels of NYMPH MONELLI, shifted out and raced wide on the second turn.

Race 3 - Free For All/City/715 - Free For All - 7:54 PM
(715M): MOMENT TO JIVE, MOMENT TO RUMBA & REIDY'S RUNNER began quickly. QUICK JAGGER began slowly. WEST ON HAWKEYE & ROCKSTAR PATRIOT collided soon after the start. WEST ON TIA, MOMENT TO JIVE & MOMENT TO RUMBA collided on the first turn. ROCKSTAR PATRIOT checked off the heels of QUICK JAGGER approaching the second turn. WEST ON TIA checked off the heels of ROCKSTAR PATRIOT on the second turn. QUICK JAGGER & WEST ON HAWKEYE collided on the second turn. ROCKSTAR PATRIOT checked off the heels of MOMENT TO RUMBA on the third and fourth turn. MOMENT TO RUMBA & ROCKSTAR PATRIOT collided on the fifth turn. MOMENT TO RUMBA & WEST ON HAWKEYE collided on the home turn.

Race 4 - Free For All (s)/City/520 - Free For All (s) - 8:19 PM
Race 5 - Puppy Classic (L) (Final)/City/520 - Open (sprint) - 8:35 PM

(520M): SUNSET OCTAVIA & JADE'S BLADE began quickly. DON'T GUESS began slowly. VENUS AND MARS & DON'T GUESS collided soon after the start. SUNSET OCTAVIA, KISS ME LINDA & SPIRIT MONELLI collided soon after the start. JUMP IN LINE & FEELIN' ALRIGHT collided soon after the start. SUNSET OCTAVIA, KISS ME LINDA & SPIRIT MONELLI collided approaching the first turn. FEELIN' ALRIGHT checked off the heels of JUMP IN LINE approaching the first turn. JUMP IN LINE galloped on the heels of SUNSET OCTAVIA approaching the first turn, both stumbled and lost ground. KISS ME LINDA checked off the heels of SPIRIT MONELLI and collided with DON'T GUESS on the first turn. SPIRIT MONELLI checked off the heels of VENUS AND MARS on the first turn. SPIRIT MONELLI & DON'T GUESS collided on the second turn. FEELIN' ALRIGHT checked off the heels of DON'T GUESS and collided with SPIRIT MONELLI approaching the home turn. FEELIN' ALRIGHT & DON'T GUESS collided on the home turn. JUMP IN LINE raced wide on the home turn. FEELIN' ALRIGHT shifted out due to injury and collided with DON'T GUESS in the home straight.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that FEELIN' ALRIGHT had a left foreleg shoulder muscle injury and has been stood down for 14 days.

Race 6 - Grade 5/City/600 - Grade 5 - 8:55 PM

(600M): VERNE ALLEN & WEST ON AUGIE began quickly. JUNK YARD MUPPET began slowly. DYNA ORENTHAL & ALLEN MIKE collided soon after the start. VERNE ALLEN, FERDINAND, DYNA ORENTHAL & ALLEN MIKE collided soon after the start. JUNK YARD MUPPET hit the inside rail soon after the start. FERDINAND & DYNA ORENTHAL collided on the first turn. DYNA ORENTHAL checked off the heels of WISE PIQUET on the second turn. BALLISTIC BLUE & WINLOCK BANKING collided on the first turn. BALLISTIC BLUE lost ground. BACK ON LAVA checked off the heels of SNALLYGASTER and collided with OWL PERFECT on the first turn. BALLISTIC BLUE & WINLOCK BANKING collided on the second turn. BALLISTIC BLUE checked off the heels of OWL PERFECT at the catching pen. OWL PERFECT checked off the heels of BACK ON LAVA on the second turn. BACK ON LAVA & SNALLYGASTER collided on the third turn.

Race 7 - Grade 5 Series (Heat)/City/520 (1) - Grade 5 - 9:10 PM

(520M): TRIFIVE began quickly. OWL PERFECT began slowly. OWL PERFECT & SNALLYGASTER collided soon after the start. OWL PERFECT lost ground. WINLOCK BANKING, BACK ON LAVA & SNALLYGASTER collided soon after the start. BALLISTIC BLUE & WINLOCK BANKING collided approaching the first turn, BALLISTIC BLUE lost ground. BACK ON LAVA checked off the heels of SNALLYGASTER and collided with OWL PERFECT on the first turn. BALLISTIC BLUE checked off the heels of OWL PERFECT at the catching pen. OWL PERFECT checked off the heels of BACK ON LAVA on the second turn. BACK ON LAVA & SNALLYGASTER collided on the third turn.

Race 8 - Grade 5 Series (Heat)/City/520 (2) - Grade 5 - 9:25 PM

(520M): NANDAR JILL began quickly. STANGA BOLT, ROCKSTAR ROMEO, LOVE ME TINDER & SOUTH SERPENT began slowly. ROCKSTAR ROMEO & LOVE ME TINDER collided soon after the start. ROCKSTAR ROMEO checked off the heels of WEST ON HOLLY approaching the first turn. WEST ON HOLLY, LOVE ME TINDER & CONFINEMENT collided approaching the first turn. LOVE ME TINDER & SOUTH SERPENT collided approaching the first turn. WEST ON HOLLY & ROCKSTAR ROMEO collided on the first turn, WEST ON HOLLY stumbled and lost ground. WEST ON HOLLY & LOVE ME TINDER collided on the first turn. STANGA BOLT & SOUTH SERPENT collided several times on the first turn. NANDO'S THUNDER & ROCKSTAR ROMEO collided on the second turn. WEST ON HOLLY & SOUTH SERPENT collided on the second turn. SOUTH SERPENT galloped on the heels of STANGA BOLT on the home turn, both stumbled and lost ground.
Race 9 - Grade 5/Provincial/380 (2) - Grade 5 - 9:47 PM
(380M): IRONBARK LASS & RUNAWAY LOVE began quickly. RIPPLE RYDER began slowly. CONWAY GUNDI & CROCODILE BOLT collided soon after the start. TOM GUNDI & TIGER KEEPING collided soon after the start. CROCODILE BOLT, MOUSE LOMAR & TOM GUNDI & TIGER KEEPING collided on the first turn. RIPPLE RYDER galloped on the heels of IRONBARK LASS on the second turn. CONWAY GUNDI & MOUSE LOMAR collided on the second turn. MOUSE LOMAR & TIGER KEEPING collided on the second turn. TOM GUNDI checked off the heels of TIGER KEEPING on the second turn. TIGER KEEPING checked off the heels of TOM GUNDI approaching the home turn. TOM GUNDI shifted out and raced wide in the home straight.

Race 10 - Mixed 4/5 (mid Dist)/Provincial/600 - Mixed 4/5 (mid Dist) - 10:02 PM
(600M): STALENBERG & WERNER BALE began quickly. WEST ON BAMBOO began slowly. STALENBERG & WERNER BALE collided several times on the second turn. WERNER BALE galloped on the heels of STALENBERG on the fourth turn. HOTSHOT MONELLI & STALENBERG collided on the home turn.

Race 11 - Novice/Provincial/380 - Novice - 10:22 PM
(380M): HELLO I'M GISELE began quickly. OAKS VALLEY & SPANISH WHISPER began slowly. TYSON GUNDI, BANJO'S GIRL & WESTERN RIPPLE collided soon after the start. OAKS VALLEY & SPANISH WHISPER collided soon after the start. KABUKI GIRL checked off the heels of BANJO'S GIRL on the first turn. HELLO I'M GISELE, TYSON GUNDI & BANJO'S GIRL collided on the first turn. TYSON GUNDI checked off the heels of WESTERN RIPPLE on the first turn. TYSON GUNDI & BANJO'S GIRL raced wide in the back straight. TYSON GUNDI & OAKS VALLEY collided on the second turn. TYSON GUNDI & BANJO'S GIRL collided on the second turn. TYSON GUNDI checked off the heels of OAKS VALLEY approaching the home turn. BANJO'S GIRL & OAKS VALLEY collided approaching the home turn. HELLO I'M GISELE shifted out on the home turn. OAKS VALLEY checked off the heels of WESTERN RIPPLE in the home straight. SPANISH WHISPER veered out and marred KABUKI GIRL approaching the finishing line.

Stewards inquired into a report that SPANISH WHISPER had marred approaching the finishing line. Kennel Representative Mr D Crudeli acknowledged the report, subsequently SPANISH WHISPER has been suspended for 28 days (Cannington Track) and placed on a Field Satisfactory Trial under R69.

FINAL.